
             Worst than Anything, Any Human Being Can Imagine. 

                                                                                                              McKana, December 13, 2020
Mark 8:36 (KJV)
For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?
                                                                          
                                                                                                        

It is worst than the Meteor!
The inbound huge meteor will bring devastation, earthquakes, tsunami, death of many millions and 
destruction but it kills the flesh. Not all who die from this calamity are destined for eternal 
condemnation.

It is worst than nuclear  holocaust!
More than anything man had ever produced as weapon of mass destruction, nuclear weapons are 
deadly,  Billions will die a horrible death like Hiroshima and Nagasaki, with fire a nuclear fire. It kills 
millions and billions but it kills the flesh not the soul. Not all who die from nuclear holocaust are  
destined for eternal condemnation. Even if their flesh is turned to ash, their soul is left to eternal glory 
or for final judgment but not all are condemned eternally.

It is worst than any calamities combined!
All the calamities, pestilance, famine all forms of weapons of death one can experience and imagine 
kills the flesh. Not all who die from these calamities are destined for eternal condemnation.

It is indeed equal even worst than the Mark itself!
We came to a very deceptive and dangerous times in human history. You have seen the news today 
Sunday, December 13, 2020 telling us all that "It's a very good day for America, and for the world"
(https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-vaccine-updates-12-13-
20/h_ca44746906cca7efdad6cd96aa749d08)

 The reason which makes it very dangerous is, deceptively, not much is known about it. The Mark is 
clear cut, it is a mark, it is a chip. This is “The deceptive Unknown.” This takes people to the same 
end, without the full awareness of what it is, as the mark of the beast which is well known, scripturally 
documented. The worst part of the story is, the people are confused, divided and left in doubt and fear.

What better way is there to introduce a concocted pandemic and a concocted remedy with many 
deceptive unknowns for the ultimate goal of introducing the scripturally well known Mark of the 
Beast?
What is that which worst than anything any human being can imagine. It is not the killer of flesh but 
the killer of the soul. Considering the total number of the global population taking it and the mark, it
is the worst of all any human being can imagine. Indeed, this is the saddest days of all, to see the 
souls of many sealed for eternal condemnation. The silent killer is here. Choose life not death. 
I will leave you with this:-
“Do not take the mark, or its precursor, the vaccine, which will do things that you will
not be told about before hand or ever! Absolutely, under no circumstances, for it will 
be irreparable damage to you and you will separate yourself from my presence 
forever! DO NOT TAKE IT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES! You have been 
warned again and again. It will change you forever. IT WILL SEND YOU TO HELL!
Do not choose to do this.”  BE READY WITH OIL! JUDGMENT COMES TO THE EARTH…
DECEMBER 8, 2020 9:09 PMHANDMAID OF THE MOST HIGH (https://444prophecynews.com/be-
ready-with-oil-judgment-comes-to-the-earth-handmaid-of-the-most-high/)

                                             Choose Life not Death!
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